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 SENESCENCE IN ORGANISMS WITH CLONAL REPRODUCTION
 AND COMPLEX LIFE HISTORIES

 MARIA E. ORIVE *

 Department of Integrative Biology, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720

 Submitted August 27, 1993; Revised January 21, 1994; Accepted February 25, 1994

 Abstract.-A population genetics model is developed predicting the fate of alleles affecting
 life-history attributes in organisms with complex life histories, including clonal reproduction
 and indeterminate growth. Such organisms are widespread and found in many ecologically
 important groups, including marine invertebrates such as corals and sponges, and most higher
 plant taxa. The evolution of senescence (here defined as a decrease in fitness components with
 age or stage) by the action of alleles having negatively pleiotropic stage effects is investigated
 in such organisms. The spread of these alleles depends on the sensitivity of the population
 growth rate, a measure of fitness, to changes in life-history parameters that for this model are
 the entries of the stage transition matrix. Examples from a published demographic study show
 that, for several cases examined, alleles increasing early survival or early reproduction at the
 cost of decreased late survival will not be favored. Clonal reproduction acts to retard the
 evolution of senescence, although by itself the existence of clonal reproduction in an organism
 does not preclude the evolution of senescence.

 The evolution of senescence has occupied a central role in life-history theory
 because of an apparent contradiction: Why should natural selection act to de-
 crease an organism's ability to survive? The majority of work on this question
 has dealt with organisms exhibiting simple age structure (see, e.g., Charlesworth

 1980; Finch 1990; Rose 1991; Stearns 1992). In the theory of age-structured popu-
 lations, a weakening of selection in older age-groups is expected owing to the
 decreased proportional contribution of these age-groups to the population gene

 pool (Medawar 1952; Williams 1957; Hamilton 1966; Charlesworth 1980). Two
 major theories describe how this weakening of selection with age might allow the
 evolution of a decrease in fitness components with age, that is, senescence: the
 first is the accumulation of deleterious mutations affecting later age classes, per-
 mitted by the decreased force of selection against them; the second involves

 genes having positive effects on early fitness components while having negative
 pleiotropic effects on later fitness components (for recent discussion, see Stearns
 1992; Partridge and Barton 1993). There are also, of course, nonevolutionary

 theories for senescence, including the inevitable effects of cellular wear and the
 accumulation of toxins or other damage (Comfort 1956; Finch 1990).

 Many organisms, however, do not exhibit simple age-structured life histories.

 * Present address: Department of Genetics, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602.
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 SENESCENCE IN CLONAL ORGANISMS 91

 A life-history trait suggested as a mechanism allowing escape from senescence is
 the ability to reproduce clonally or asexually in addition to reproducing sexually.

 Clonal reproduction, seen often in plants and marine invertebrates, involves the

 formation of new individuals from somatic or germline tissues that have not
 undergone meiotic division. Some types of clonal reproduction include fission,

 budding, fragmentation, and polyembryony (Jackson et al. 1985; Hughes 1989).
 The number and variety of organisms that undergo clonal reproduction is enor-

 mous; nearly all higher taxa in plants and at least two-thirds of the metazoan

 phyla contain species with clonal reproduction (Hughes 1989; Grosberg 1992).

 Clonal organisms often have life histories that are better described by morphologi-
 cal or developmental stage classes than by age classes, and, unlike age-structured
 populations, individuals in a particular stage class may move to several different
 classes or remain in the same class (Caswell 1985, 1989). For example, mortality
 rates in some corals have been found to depend strongly on colony size (Hughes

 and Jackson 1985), and vegetatively distinct stages in plants have been shown to
 provide useful categories in demographic studies (Werner and Caswell 1977; Bul-
 lock 1980).

 These differences can have profound effects on important aspects of the evolu-
 tion of these organisms, such as effective population size and the strength of
 genetic drift (Orive 1993), patterns of growth and morphology (Coates and Jack-
 son 1985; Harper 1985), and levels of selection (Buss 1985, 1987). In order to
 examine the role these life-history attributes may have on the evolution of senes-
 cence, it is necessary to expand the existing population genetics theory. For such
 organisms, fitness components are stage specific rather than age specific. Thus,
 senescence would be expected to take the form of a decrease in fitness compo-
 nents with stage.

 The question of whether organisms that reproduce clonally, and thus have no
 clear distinction between "soma" and "germline," should evolve senescence
 dates back to Weismann (1893, 1904). Recent writing on this subject has been
 extensive; authors have differed, however, on the importance placed on a distinc-
 tion between germline and soma (Bell 1984, 1992; Finch 1990, chap. 4; Rose 1991,
 chap. 5; Watkinson 1992; Partridge and Barton 1993). It seems that the important
 characteristic for the evolution of senescence should be whether there is a de-
 crease in the strength of selection with age or stage. If offspring of a particular
 organism are in all ways identical to that organism, then there are no age-specific
 or stage-specific differences in the life history and thus no change in the force of
 selection. A single-celled organism that reproduces by binary fission, producing
 two identical cells, would then be expected to show no signs of senescence, when
 defined as a decrease in fitness attributes with age. Whether the products of
 fission are identical is not, however, easy to ascertain; Bell (1988) states that in
 Paramecium, for instance, the anterior and posterior fission products can be
 distinguished for an hour or two after fission.

 In clonal organisms, an important distinction arises between the genetic individ-
 ual, or "genet," and the physiologically distinct but genetically identical parts of
 a clone, the "ramets." This distinction raises the question of what constitutes an
 individual (Buss 1985, 1987) and thus where one should look for senescence. The
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 92 THE AMERICAN NATURALIST

 problem is further enhanced by the use of the term clonal senescence, which is

 usually taken to mean a decrease in fitness in a clonal lineage seen after many
 generations of strictly asexual propagation (see Bell 1988). Such a decrease might

 be the result of the accumulation of mutations and Muller's ratchet (Muller 1964)
 within a clonal lineage, not of "individual" senescence as defined above. Since

 evolutionary theories of senescence deal with genetic causes, it might seem that
 the genetic individual is the level of interest. However, the physiological individ-
 ual, or ramet, is the level at which life-history attributes differ. Ramets of the
 same genotype, if at different stages, would be expected to differ in probabilities

 of survival, fecundity, and so forth, and these are the attributes in which senes-

 cence will be manifested. This will be true whether the physiological individual
 is made up of many repeating modules, as found in a coral colony, or of a single
 module, as in a sea anemone. In this article, the term individual will refer to the
 physiological individual, and population growth will be measured in numbers of
 these individuals.

 In this article I will first develop a population genetics model for the fate of

 alleles affecting life-history attributes in a diploid population with clonal and sex-
 ual reproduction. The model will be a generalization of Charlesworth's (1970,
 1974, 1980) extensive work on age-structured populations, developing the theory
 that formalizes Caswell's (1978, 1985, 1989) idea of the dependence of life-history
 evolution on eigenvalue sensitivities. Demographic data taken from a published
 study of clonal corals will be used to give numerical examples and allow further
 analysis, focusing on trade-offs between fitness components at different stages of
 the life history.

 MODEL

 For simplicity, we consider a population of N diploid monoecious organisms
 undergoing random mating. There are n demographically distinct life-history
 stages (1, 2, . . ., n). These can be size classes or any morphological or develop-
 mental class. Stage 1 individuals are "newborn" individuals, and this stage can
 only be reached through sexual reproduction; individuals cannot remain in stage
 1. The demography of the population is characterized by a transition matrix, A,
 whose entries describe the transitions between states for individuals (Leslie 1945;

 Lefkovitch 1965). This matrix is assumed to be independent of time, although the
 theory for time-dependent transition matrices would be similar. Then

 N(i,ji) = A(-i)N('Jj) (1)

 where the (i, j) superscript indicates a population of individuals with an A jA1
 genotype at some locus of interest. We let N(i,t) be the number of stage x individu-
 als at time t, and a(i'i) be the (x, k)th entry of the A matrix. xkofteAiimarx

 In order to investigate alleles that affect life-history parameters (for our pur-

 poses, the entries of the A matrix), we need equations for changes in allele fre-

 quencies in terms of some measure of fitness. Allowing pi(x, t) to be the frequency
 of allele Ai in individuals of stage x at time t, and B(1, t) to be the number of
 newborn individuals at time t, we find that
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 EN(i i)

 pj(x, t) = , forx$01, (2a)

 Nj j t )

 Z, I a(i;')NIx(X, t)- 1)

 pP(l, t) = B (2b)
 B (1, t)

 and

 B(1, t) = E , E N a( ( l) (2c)
 I x X 1

 i j x

 for density- and frequency-independent population demographics, if we let
 N(,)=N(i'J') (XI t) (x, t)

 To describe the number of individuals of a particular stage and genotype at
 some time t, we need to determine when these individuals were newborns and

 use the allele frequencies of newborns at that time. We define a new matrix,
 A(i i), whose entries d(i' j) give the probability of having been in stage 1 one time
 unit in the past, given the organism is in stage k now, and we make stage 1 an
 absorbing state. That is, given that the population is in a stable stage distribution
 with N((Xi) as the number of stage x individuals,

 (x)

 a( i), ai) N (i,j)

 kl a(i' )N(i,i)'
 x

 a'jjj) = 1 and d(i j) = 0, foralll$ 1.

 The probability that an individual currently in stage k was in stage 1, by T time
 units ago, is then

 [a(iJ) ] T

 which is the (k, 1)th entry of the k', i) matrix taken to the Tth power. The probabil-
 ity that the individual left stage 1 exactly T time units ago is then [d(iij)]T1 -
 [d(ij)]Tl l. This allows us to write

 kl

 N(ix t) =E[ (a i)xT _ (aij)TxI] Pi( 1, t- T)pj(1, t -v) B (1, t -v) .
 T=I1

 Inserting this expression into equations (2a) and (2c) gives

 pP(, t) a E , E jx) ,pJ1l, t -(T + 1)]pj[l, t - (T + 1)]
 j X T=I1
 xJB[1, t - (T + r1) [(a(i j)) - (a(i j))T-I] (2a')

 x B[1, t -(7 + 1)] [((ii))TI _ (&(ij))TI
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 and

 B(1, t) a E1 E |Pi pi[I., t - (T + l)]pj[1, t - (T + 1)]
 i x T1 (2c')

 xB[1, t -(T + 1) (e )T- (d(iJj))T-I]

 as the frequency of allele Ai in newborns and the number of newborns at
 time t.

 Changes in Allele Frequencies

 Under weak selection and with a stable stage distribution, the change in allele
 frequency in stage 1 individuals can be written as

 Ap1(l, t) = pi(, t) I + O(E2), (3)

 (see the appendix for derivation). Therefore, in order for Api > 0, we need Xi >
 A, where Xi = E> p X11 and

 AE pipjZiu+ O(E2)

 where Xii is the geometric rate of increase for a population of AjA1 individuals at
 the stable stage distribution. For a locus with two alleles, A1 and A2, allele A2
 will increase in frequency if X2> A or

 P1 X12 + P2X22 > P1(P1 X11 + P2XI2) + P2(P1 X12 + P2X22)

 Rearranging this gives

 PI(I2- XII) + P2(X22 - X12) > 0 (4)

 Senescence

 We would like to consider a "general" stage-classified clonal life history, that
 is, a life history that takes into account the major differences between clonal and
 aclonal organisms. Obviously, given the great variety of types of clonal reproduc-
 tion and of organisms exhibiting such reproduction, any one model will miss
 many important details. However, two important features of clonal organisms
 deserve special attention. First, the production of genetically identical "pieces"
 of the genetic individual, or genet, results in circumstances not encountered by
 aclonal organisms. The physiological individual, or ramet, and the genet need not
 be identical; each ramet, although sharing the same genotype, may function and
 survive, or not survive, on its own. This is true whether the ramet is made up of
 a single module, as is the case in hydra and sea anemones, or many connected
 modules, such as in some grasses and corals. Second, the growth and develop-
 ment of many clonal organisms is often only weakly correlated with age, as
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 P1 F2 F3 ... FZ ... ... Fn

 G1 P2 0 0 0 0 0 0

 O G2 P3 0 0 0 0 0

 O 0 G3 * 0 0 0 0

 O O 0 . PZ CZ+1 ... Cn

 O O 0 0 Gz PZ+? 0 0
 O O 0 0 0 0. *. 0

 O 0 0 0 0 0 GnI Pnj

 FIG. 1. -Transition matrix for a stage-classified clonal life history. The i, jth entry gives

 the number of stage i individuals produced per stage j individual. Pi, Survival rate of stage
 i individuals; Gi, growth rate from stage i to stage i + 1; Fi, fecundity or number of sexual
 offspring per stage i individual; Ci, number of clonal offspring per stage i individual. Stage
 1, newborn or product of sexual reproduction; stage z, product of clonal reproduction.

 measured by time since zygote formation. Thus, it is movement between particu-
 lar stages that interests us on a demographic level.

 We consider an organism with stages 1 through n and two types of reproduc-
 tion: sexual reproduction, which produces stage 1 individuals; and clonal repro-
 duction, which in the simplest case produces individuals of one stage, z. The

 transition matrix A has the general form given in figure 1: the Pi's give survival
 rates, which are probabilities of remaining in the same stage; the Gi's give
 "growth" rates, or rates of movement to the next stage; the Fi's govern produc-
 tion of sexual offspring; and the Ci's give production of clonal offspring. This
 allows the two main features, production of new physiological individuals with
 the same genotype and indeterminate growth, to be addressed.

 Consider an allele, A2, with pleiotropic effects on two sets of life-history stages,
 S1 and S2. In order to consider senescence, we may wish to assume that this

 allele increases P. for stages x E S1 and decreases Py for stages y E S2. Thus, if
 stage x individuals are on the average younger than stage y individuals, this allele
 causes a greater decrease in survival with age and leads to senescence. Note that

 for this model, P, = a,.
 We first consider the case in which the effects are limited to two stages: S1 =

 {x} and S2 = {y}. Assuming the allele has additive effects, so that the relationships
 in table 1 hold, we have

 P P(1 _ 1X,) = a(l2 - a(' 1) ot a,

 p (l,-2) p(l,l) a ( -2) a(', = _
 y y yy yy

 y y yy yy
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 TABLE 1

 EFFECT OF ALLELE A2 ON SURVIVAL RATES FOR
 LIFE-HISTORY STAGES X AND Y

 GENOTYPE

 SURVIVAL RATES AIAI A IA2 A2A2

 PX P(, ) P0, I) + X P( I) + 2(X
 P ~ ~~~~~~ P(1, ) P(0, ) _ 0, P(l, 1) - 20,

 where the remaining aki are the same for all genotypes. Then, using equations
 (A9) and (A10) from the appendix,

 (X12 - XII) atda(la I) aa(a i)
 xx ~~~yy

 and

 _ a12 a12
 (x22 - x12) a (a12) a d(12)

 In order for AP2 > 0,

 ( axl ax11l ax12 ax\12 >0(5
 PI a(1'1) - p aa( )/ + P2( (12) (1,2)>) )a x \ayyaax') aayy)

 In the same way, we can consider trade-offs between late survival and early
 reproduction, either sexual or clonal, and between sexual and clonal reproduc-
 tion. For example, if the allele increases sexual reproduction at stage x while
 decreasing survival at stage y, the appropriate condition for the increase of the
 A2 allele is

 ( dax 1) - da1( l) + ( P ax 12) a(2 2) > 0. (6) Pia\ lx aayaa(j2 - aayy~
 We can also consider two sets of stages, S1 and S2, in which allele A2 increases

 some entry of the transition matrix for stages in S1 and decreases the same or a
 different entry for stages in S2. For example, consider a locus in which

 P -1,2) - PI,l) = a(' 2) - a -ls ) = ax

 F (2, 2) - F(I, 2) = a (2X,2) - all , 2) = ax X

 p(l, 2) - p(l, 1) = a(l1 2) - a(' 1) = - y
 y y yy yy Y

 p 2 )- p (1,2) =_ 22 - a - 2 -=_P
 y y yy yy Y
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 SENESCENCE IN CLONAL ORGANISMS 97

 TABLE 2

 EFFECT OF ALLELE A2 ON FECUNDITY AND SURVIVAL FOR SETS OF

 LIFE-HISTORY STAGES SI AND S2, WHERE X E SI AND Y E S2

 GENOTYPE
 LIFE-HISTORY

 PARAMETERS AIAI AIA2 A2A2

 FX F(l I) F(' l) + AX F(o l) + 2(X
 P P(1, ) P(I, 1) - P0l,l) - 20,

 for x E S1, y E S2, and in which, for all k, 1 SI, S2, the aki are the same for
 all genotypes (see table 2). Then we have

 ax\11 _ a1 )

 xES1 aalx YES2 ayy
 (7)

 xES1 S Xaa(, Y yES2 yy

 as the condition for the increase in frequency of allele A2.

 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

 To investigate the role of clonal life histories on the spread of an allele altering

 life-history parameters, we consider demographic data adapted from Babcock
 (1991). Babcock gives size-specific transition matrices for three species of scle-
 ractinian corals: Goniastrea aspera, Goniastrea favulus, and Platygyra sinensis.
 The matrices give transitions for five life-history stages: stage 1 (larvae, prior to
 visible recruitment), stage 2 (visible to 40 cm2), stage 3 (greater than 40 cm2
 through 80 cm2), stage 4 (greater than 80 cm2 through 120 cm2), and stage 5
 (greater than 120 cm2).

 Calculating the eigenvalue sensitivities is computationally intensive; therefore,
 these five stages were collapsed into four by combining stages 4 and 5 into a new
 stage 4'. Entries for movement into and out of stage 4' were averages of those
 for stages 4 and 5, weighted so that the total movement into and out of stage 4'
 equaled that of stages 4 and 5 combined. Movement between these stages is as
 in figure 2, and the adapted transition matrices are given in table 3. The matrices
 as given by Babcock (1991) do not include entries for the probability of remaining
 within the larval stage. This is the probability of remaining in this stage for 1 yr;
 a zero probability was assigned for the purposes of this example.

 Early versus Late Survival

 We first consider an allele that has pleiotropic effects on two life-history stages,
 stages 2 and 4', increasing survival in stage 2 (P2 or a22) by an amount a while
 decreasing survival in stage 4' (P4, or a4,4,) by the same amount a. The parameter
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 FIG. 2.-Life-cycle graph for coral demographic data adapted from Babcock (1991). The
 number of individuals in stage i at time t + 1 per individual in stage j at time t is given by
 the coefficient aij, which are the entries of the stage-classified transition matrices. Stage 1,
 larvae; stages 2, 3, and 4', size classes of coral colonies. Note that stages 4 and 5 in Babcock
 (1991) have been combined to form stage 4'.

 TABLE 3

 TRANSITION MATRICES ADAPTED FROM BABCOCK (I99I)

 Species Matrix

 0 1900 27000 183890

 Goniastrea aspera 1.9 X 10-6 .58 .21 .0464
 0 .1 .53 .0649

 0 0 .14 .8309

 0 560 14000 203751

 Goniastrea favulus 2.2 x 10-5 .77 .28 .1227
 0 .04 .49 .1454

 0 0 .13 .6639

 0 48 4500 168995

 Platygyra sinensis 1.9 x 10-6 .34 .19 .0338
 0 .17 .48 .0572

 0 .02 .1 .8691
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 TABLE 4

 CHANGE IN ALLELE FREQUENCY FOR AN ALLELE THAT

 INCREASES EARLY SURVIVAL AT THE

 COST OF LATE SURVIVAL

 Change in
 Species Allele Frequency

 Goniastrea aspera AP2 < 0
 Goniastrea favulus AP2 > 0
 Platygyra sinensis AP2 < 0

 NOTE.-For all three species, parameter ranges in-
 vestigated were 0 < P2 s 1, 0 c ot < 0.05.

 ax must be relatively small so that the change in allele frequency per unit time is
 small and our assumption of weak selection holds. The condition for increase of

 this new allele, A2, is given by equation (5) in which ,3 = oa and x = 2, y = 4'.
 This condition was calculated for all three coral species, for P2 (frequency of A2)
 between zero and one and for 0 ? a ? 0.05. The results are given in table 4. For
 two species, G. aspera and P. sinensis, the A2 allele will not increase for any of
 the parameter values investigated, which indicates that senescence caused by
 alleles with negative pleiotropic effects on survival for the stages observed in this
 study will not evolve in these species. For G. favulus, however, the change in
 allele frequency is nonnegative throughout the parameter space; here, increases
 in early survival will more than offset decreases in late survival, which will allow
 senescence to evolve.

 Early Reproduction versus Late Survival

 In order to evaluate the fate of an allele increasing early reproduction at a cost

 of decreased late survival, we consider an allele with the following effect: an
 increase in sexual reproduction of an amount oa in stages 2 and 3 and a decrease

 in survival of amount P3 in stages 3 and 4'. This means that the effect of allele A2
 is as in table 2, where SI = {2, 3}, S2 = {3, 4'}, oax = oa for all x and fy = P3 for
 all y.

 We consider initial frequencies of A2 from zero to one, 0 ? P c 0.05, and 103 3
 o a < 108,3 (G. aspera), 1033 ? aL ? 106,3 (G. favulus), 1033 < oa < 1013
 (P. sinensis). The results are given in table 5, where the ratio of aX/f at which
 the change in allele frequency becomes positive indicates the amount of increased
 early reproduction necessary to compensate for the decreased late survival. For
 both G. aspera and P. sinensis, o/f3 must be at least 106, which indicates that,

 for P3 near 0.01, the increase in fertility would have to be nearly 10,000 offspring.
 This translates into an increase of over 500% and 37% in stages 2 and 3 for
 G. aspera; for P. sinensis, fertility would need to be over 20,000% and 200% that
 currently seen for stages 2 and 3. For G. favulus, an a/f3 of 5 x 104 gives positive

 changes in allele frequency. For P3 near 0.01, the corresponding increase in fertil-
 ity is 500 offspring. This corresponds to an increase in fertility of 89% and 3.6%
 in stages 2 and 3, respectively.
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 TABLE 5

 CHANGE IN ALLELE FREQUENCY FOR AN ALLELE

 THAT INCREASES EARLY REPRODUCTION AT THE

 COST OF LATE SURVIVAL

 Change in Allele Frequency Ratio ot/o

 Goniastrea aspera:

 AP2 < ? 7.5 x I05
 AP2 ? 0 lo6

 Goniastrea favulus:

 AP2 < ? 2.5 x I04
 AP2 > 5 S x 104

 Platygyra sinensis:

 AP2 < ,106
 AP2 2_ 0 5 x 10'

 NOTE.-For all three species, parameter ranges

 investigated were 0 s P2 < 1, 0 s< < 0.05. Ratio
 CX/I at which the change in allele frequency be-
 comes positive indicates the amount of increased
 early sexual reproduction (ot) necessary to compen-
 sate for the decrease in late survival (-).

 These parameter values, with the possible exception of the change in stage 3
 reproduction for G. favulus, violate the assumption of small changes in the transi-
 tion matrix and weak selection. This indicates that, for small relative increases
 in early reproduction at the cost of small decreases in late survival, alleles causing
 the evolution of senescence will not spread.

 Effects of Decreased and Increased Clonal Reproduction

 For G. favulus, the effect of clonal reproduction on the conditions for the
 spread of an allele increasing early reproduction at the cost of late survival was
 investigated. Parameters were as in the previous section, and two cases were
 considered: no clonal reproduction, where the a23, a24, and a34 entries of the
 transition matrix were set to zero; and increased clonal reproduction, where the

 a23, a24, and a34 entries of the transition matrix were doubled. The ratio of oa/3
 that allowed for increase in the A2 allele was in all cases close to that of the
 unchanged matrix. However, in all cases the change in frequency of the A2 allele
 was more positive for the case of no clonal reproduction than for the case of
 increased clonal reproduction, with the change in frequency of the A2 allele for
 the unchanged matrix falling in between. Graphs of the change in allele frequency
 as a function of the initial allele frequency for both cases are given for two sets

 of parameters (, = 0.05, oa/I = 104 and 3 = 0.05, oa/I = 5 x 104) in figure 3.
 This result has the intuitive explanation that clonal reproduction, by increasing
 the total productivity of late stages, decreases the importance of early sexual
 reproduction and increases the strength of selection on later stages.

 DISCUSSION

 The model developed in this article allows the analysis of allele frequency

 changes for genes affecting life-history parameters in organisms with complex life
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 (A)
 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

 -0 . 002

 MX -0 .006

 2~~~~~~~~~~

 -2

 j3=0.05

 (B)

 0.01 1 2

 0.008/ /

 AP2 0.006

 0.004

 0.002

 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

 a =5x104

 p =0.05

 FIG. 3.-Change in allele frequency (AP2) as a function of initial allele frequency (P2) for
 an allele increasing early reproduction at the cost of last survival for Goniastrea favulus.

 Curve 1, no clonal reproduction; curve 2, doubled clonal reproduction. Parameters are (A)
 a = 0.05, ot/J = 104; (B) a = 0.05, ox/3 = 5 x 1045. See text for details.

 histories. It allows conditions to be defined for the increase of alleles favoring the
 evolution of senescence in such organisms, in a way analogous to the approach
 for age-structured organisms (Charlesworth 1980), under assumptions of random
 mating and density and frequency independence. Whether alleles decreasing late
 fitness components while increasing early fitness components will spread in a
 population will depend on the particular demographics of that population. The
 sensitivity of the geometric rate of increase of the population to particular demo-
 graphic parameters will not be a simple function for organisms with indeterminate
 growth and multiple modes of reproduction, and it is these sensitivities that deter-

 mine the spread of alleles allowing the evolution of senescence.
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 The biological examples examined here give an idea of the effects of these

 complications. These examples allow further exploration of the analytical results,
 but they do suffer from the problem of not considering the possible evolution of
 decreased fitness on stage or age classes not observed in the demographic studies.
 Only by using demographic data from laboratory studies in which the researcher
 is confident of having observed the "maximum" age or all possible stages could
 this problem be overcome. In determining the fate of alleles that decrease late

 survival rate while increasing early survival rate or reproduction, it was most
 often found that such alleles would not spread, given the parameter space allowed
 by the assumptions of the model. However, this was not always true, and in
 one case (Goniastrea favulus; table 4) the opposite trend was found. Whether
 senescence evolves would seem to depend strongly on the particular biological
 details of the population's demographic parameters, although the types of life
 histories examined here would seem to be good candidates for nonsenescing
 species, since these corals show indeterminate growth, clonal reproduction, and
 increasing fecundity with size. Babcock (1991) was able to use size measurements
 as well as growth rate data from X-rays of adult corals to estimate ages. From
 this data, he concluded that there is no evidence for physiological senescence in
 these corals, although limits to potential life span do arise from morphological
 and habitat considerations.

 Certainly there is data that imply that some organisms may escape the evolution
 of senescence. Cook (1983) lists life spans of some clonal organisms that range
 from over 330 yr to over 13,000 yr, although long life span in and of itself is not
 proof of the lack of senescence (see Finch 1990, chap. 4). Hughes and Jackson
 (1985) found no evidence of senescence in a study of five species of foliaceous
 corals; however, Palumbi and Jackson (1983) found evidence of zooid senescence
 in Steginoporella, a clonal bryozoan, although what this means at the level of
 individual senescence is unclear, since in this species zooids are not physiologi-
 cally independent individuals. Bell (1984) gives results showing that two asexual
 oligochaetes (Aelosoma tenebrarum and Pristina aequiseta) do not have decreas-
 ing survival rates with age. There is also data on hydra and flatworms to this effect
 (see Bell 1988). However, a recent study of another asexual marine oligochaete,
 Paranais litoralis, by Martinez and Levinton (1992) does show decreasing sur-
 vival with age. It seems that predicting where senescence will occur may not be
 a simple matter of deciding whether germline and soma are distinct but will
 depend on the biological details of the life history of the organisms. Given these
 details, in the form of life-history parameters, the model presented in this article
 predicts when the strength of selection on alleles with stage-specific effects will
 allow senescence to evolve.

 Clonal reproduction was found in this analysis to retard the evolution of senes-
 cence, although in and of itself, the existence of clonal reproduction in an organ-
 ism does not preclude senescence. Changes in the amount of clonal reproduction
 affected the magnitude of the change in allele frequency but not the sign. This
 means that the amount of clonal reproduction will affect the rate of spread of
 alleles causing senescence and thus the relative strength of selection for or against
 these alleles in the face of genetic drift.

 In addition to the action of alleles having pleiotropic fitness effects, another
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 major theory for how the weakening of the force of selection with age or stage
 allows senescence to evolve is the accumulation of deleterious mutations affecting
 specific stages. Stage-specific deleterious mutations would move to frequencies

 determined by a balance between drift due to finite population size and selection
 against them. In order for senescence to evolve by this mechanism, the strength

 of selection against alleles affecting later stages would have to be less than the
 strength of selection against alleles affecting earlier stages. The change in allele
 frequency due to selection for an allele affecting one or a set of life-history param-

 eters negatively, without increasing any life-history parameters, would still be

 given by equation (3). Antagonistic pleiotropy gives an allele causing decreased

 survival or fecundity a better chance to increase in frequency; alleles without

 positive effects to offset deleterious effects have a lesser probability of eventually
 fixing, although the accumulation of low-frequency mutations could also be im-

 portant. Further work needs to be done to explore the effects of the accumulation

 of deleterious mutations in age- and stage-structured populations. A promising
 avenue of investigation would be to extend the model of Partridge and Barton

 (1993).

 It is important to note that in the type of clonal reproduction analyzed here,

 there is production of an individual of a different stage than the "parent." In

 organisms that produce offspring identical to themselves, there are no stage- or
 age-specific differences in the life history and thus no change in the force of

 selection, and senescence would not be expected to evolve.
 The model and methods developed in this article allow demographic data de-

 scribing transitions between life-history stages to be used in examining the
 strength of selection on alleles changing those demographic parameters. This kind
 of data, although difficult to gather, has been collected for many plants and marine
 invertebrates in which clonal reproduction and complex life histories are found
 (see, e.g., Werner and Caswell 1977; Bullock 1980; Hughes 1984; Hughes and
 Jackson 1985; Lasker 1990; Babcock 1991; McFadden 1991). It is possible, as the
 results of this article and others show, to extend the concepts of population
 genetics that were originally established for organisms with relatively simple life
 histories to those that include clonal reproduction. For example, Cochran and
 Ellner (1992) give methods for calculating standard age-based life-history mea-
 sures, such as survival rate functions, maternity functions, and net reproductive
 rate, from stage-structured matrix models. A method for determining the inbreed-
 ing effective population size for stage-structured models is described elsewhere
 (Orive 1993). The resulting models and predictions, although regrettably more
 complex, will allow the investigation of life-history evolution in ecologically inter-
 esting organisms, such as many clonal plants and marine invertebrates, using the
 tools of evolutionary theory.
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 APPENDIX

 DERIVATION OF ALLELE FREQUENCY EQUATIONS AND CONDITIONS FOR
 INCREASE IN ALLELE FREQUENCIES

 EQUILIBRIUM ALLELE FREQUENCIES

 At genetic equilibrium, pi(x, t) = pi(x). Using equation (2a') and rearranging terms gives

 1 E Pji5~(l) E B[l, t -(T + 1)] [(&(iij))T - (&(ij))T-I] (Al) Pi X T B (1, t) xX
 At some time t', the population will reach demographic equilibrium, and each stage class

 will grow at the same rate as the whole population. We can then write

 B(1, t' - x) -
 B(1, t)

 where K is the leading nonunit eigenvalue of the A matrix for a population at the equilibrium
 gene frequencies. This value, A, is the geometric rate of increase of the population. Then,
 equation (Al) becomes, approximately,

 1 = , p5(i) a(j) > A-(+l) [(a(iJ))1 -
 j x r=1

 If we define the mean fitness of a population at equilibrium as w = 1i Ej pi(l) 5(l) wij and
 1 = Ej p (l)(wijIT), letting w = 1, we can then define

 wj1(X) E a1jj E A(r+l) [(aiJ)r - (aiI)) r] (A2)
 x T

 keeping in mind that all summations over T are for T = 1 to mo. This equilibrium fitness
 is analogous to the equilibrium fitness function for age-structured populations; it is the
 contribution of the AiAj genotype at the newborn stage to the reproductive value of the
 whole population (see Charlesworth 1980, sec. 3.3). The equilibrium allele frequencies for
 stages other than newborns depend on the pi(l) and can be written as

 > j5(1) > B(1, t - T) [(a( j))rI - (d( j)xr1]
 PA(X) = j5M(1) . (A3)

 E3 E3 E3 f(lX1j(O ) E B(1, t - T) [( (ij))rI - (a(i))r ]
 i j x T

 CHANGES IN ALLELE FREQUENCIES

 In order to calculate the change in frequency of an allele Ai in stage 1 individuals, we let

 B[1,t - (T + 1)] ( _+1)
 B(1, t)

 and rewrite equation (2a') as

 00

 pi(l, t) = E E a(x j) E pi[l, t - (T + l)]pj[l, t - (T + 1)]XA(r+) [(aib))r - (a(iJ)) rl1]
 j x T=l
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 If we assume that, under weak selection and with a stable stage distribution, the rate of
 change of allele frequency is approximately constant over several time units, we can let

 pi(l, t - x) = pi(l, t) - xApi(1, t) (Haldane 1927). Assuming Api O(E) and A2pi o(E2)
 and that terms Of O(E2) can be neglected compared to terms of O(E), this gives

 pi(', t) a 01 P |Xj [pi(l, t) - (T + 1) Api(l, t)]
 J x T

 X [p(1, t) - (T + 1) Apj(l, t)]A 1) [(d(i byr1 - (W(iX j))T-1]

 j X XI
 -PAL1 t) lPy(1, t) ae (i j) W +1 A )[aj))T ((j X

 J x T
 ALt Aj(1 t) lx (i (T + I)K A +) [(d(iXj))T _ Wi j))T-1 ]+O

 J x T

 Concentrating on the second term in this equation, we note that Ej Apj(l, t) = 0, and we let

 a(',j) [(d(iXJ))r, - (d(iXJ))r-'1] := alx[(d)r, - (d)rl 1] + O(E).

 Here, we are assuming that the differences between the entries of the different transition
 matrices for any genotype are of order E. The second term can then be written as

 p(L, t) (T + 1)A > Apj(l, t) {aj[j()' - (d)-l ] + O(E)}
 X T j

 x Ir i~~x r =PA(L t) (T + I)A (+'alx[(d)r, ( W)xl] A lPj(1, t)
 X TJ

 + pi(l, t) E > (T + l)X-(T+ >3 Apj(l, t) 0(E),
 x T J

 and, since Api - 0(E), this equals 0 + O(E2). Returning to the original equation for
 pi(l, t), we have

 PAL1 t) = PAL1 t) py(1, t) a (i| j) (,r A [(ai))yr (a ij) )'r1]
 j X T

 - Api(l, t) E pj(l, t) E a jji) E (T + 1)X A +) [(i(ij))r, - (d(ij))'rl] + 0(E2)
 J x T

 Rearranging this gives

 ApP(l, t)Si(X) = pI(l, t) LI pj(i, t)w1j(X) - I + O(E2) (A4)

 where we define Si(X) as

 Si () = > p1(1 t) > a(;' j) (T + 1)A(T+l) [(ii))1- (a )jl] , (A5)
 jx

 and equation (A2) gives wij(1). For a population of AiAj individuals at the stable stage
 distribution, growing at a geometric rate X, S1j(X) is the meiotic generation time (Orive
 1993), where generation time is defined as the mean number of time units since a parent
 of a newborn individual was itself a newborn, and

 S = > i >3 (T + 1)A( +) [(a - (((iIj))Tr] .(A6)
 x T
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 Then, Sj(X) is a weighted generation time for a population in the stable stage distribu-
 tion. Let wj(X) = Ejpj(1, t)wij(X), and equation (A4) becomes

 Ap1(l, t)Sj(X) = pi(l, t)[wj(X) - 1] + O(E2) . (A7)
 Equation (A7) is analogous to equation (4.9) in Charlesworth (1980) for age-structured
 populations. We then express the change in allele frequency as a function only of gene
 frequency and the genotype geometric rates of increase. We can approximate wi(X) by
 using Taylor's theorem as follows:

 wi(Xi) = wj(X) + (i-A ( dz) + O(E2).

 If we let wj(Xj) = 1, this value becomes

 - -(Xe - X) (-) si() + 0(E2)

 = (--- Si(5) + 0(E2).

 Substituting this expression into equation (A7) gives

 ApP(l, t)SA(X) = pA(l, t) I--) Si(X)1 + O(E2)

 or

 Ap(1, t) = pi(, t) --I) + O(E2). (A8)

 EFFECTS OF STAGE-SPECIFIC GENES: ALLELES AFFECTING ONE LIFE-HISTORY PARAMETER

 Initially, we consider a locus that has a stage-specific effect on one life-history parame-

 ter, axy. For any genotype AiAj, this parameter is d(i,j). For a locus with two alleles, Al
 and A2, we need to estimate the geometric rates of increase for the possible genotypes.

 Imagine a population fixed for allele AI when allele A2 is introduced. We can approximate
 the geometric rates of increase using Taylor's theorem,

 2= A + (ael - a12) a') (d 1 + O(E 2),
 XY ~~~~~~(A9)

 (XI2 -XH) = (a(1 -2) a(', 1)) (d + 0(E2).

 Similarly,

 (X22 - 12) = (a (2'2)) a a1 2 () 2 + O(E2). (AIO)

 Equation (4) then becomes, approximately,

 (12) l l)) ax(1+ Fa(2i2) 2)) p I (axjy) ax'1y 1a,1)] + P2[(ax') a), 2)) (1,)J>0. (All1)
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 The entries of the sensitivity matrix for the transition matrix A(i j) are (8aXj)/(8aa( j)) and
 can be found in several ways. One method is to calculate the left and right eigenvectors
 (v and w). From this,

 -ati j) (w, v) ' (A12)

 where (w, v) indicates the scalar product of the eigenvectors (see Faddeev and Faddeeva

 1963; Caswell 1978, 1989).

 EFFECTS OF STAGE-SPECIFIC GENES: ALLELES AFFECTING A SET OF LIFE-HISTORY PARAMETERS

 Again, we consider a locus with two alleles, Al and A2. These alleles affect a set of
 life-history parameters, S. Equations (A9) and (AIO) then become

 (X12 - XA) = >E (a'2 - d + Q(e2), (Al3)

 and

 (X22 - X12) = >3 (a<22) - a('2)) d 12 + O(E2). (A14)
 x,yES aa (1'2)

 The condition for an increase in the frequency of allele A2 becomes

 pi E (a 12) -a(' 1)) ax I) +P2L E (ay -2)- a 2)) l12) >0. (A15)
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